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Introduction

Welcome to And Still We Rise, a Bible study series written by regional staff for
the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) in Northern California-Nevada. This is a
six-week study. While this time frame makes it perfect for the season of Lent (also
a great season for intensive reflection on core faith issues), And Still We Rise can be
used at any time that is helpful for you. We hope that your congregation can use
this resource to ask serious questions about the transformation God has in store for
all of you.

This Bible study can be adapted to fit the needs of your congregation:

• If your congregation cannot commit to a full six-week study, you can use the
first four weeks (which focus on personal/congregational transformation),
perhaps visiting the last two weeks (transforming those around us) as a
separate, short series down the road.

• The series is set up in such a way that a group of four or a group of 100 can
participate. It involves breaking into small groups at some points and having
large group discussions at others. This allows you to have several small groups
or one large one, depending on the needs of your congregation.

• Bible study facilitators can use the materials exactly as written (no experience
necessary!) or use the “theme talks” as an outline while offering their own
reflections. Feel free to add questions that are specific to your congregation.
However, the Bible study has plenty of material for ninety-minute sessions.

• Sessions are designed so that the main skill the facilitator needs is willingness!
(See the message for facilitators on the next page.)

Getting the Word out
If you’re interested in the congregation having some serious conversations about

what it means to be transformed by God, you’ll want to encourage people to take
time out of their schedules for this study. If your church does Bible study regularly,
this might be a chance to invite new people into the conversation. If your church
doesn’t, it will be helpful to explain why they should take the time to do this one.

Bulletin inserts you can use and a brief announcement you may want to make
in church or in your newsletter to get the word out are available online at
www.ccncn.org as well so you can alter them to your specific needs. Even personal
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transformation requires community support,
and congregational transformation needs
community vision. It’s important to involve as
many people as possible!

A Message for Facilitators
Some of you may have participated in Talking

Faith, an eight-part study that a number of con-
gregations have used to facilitate conversations
about how to share our faith with others. An
important point in that series is that sharing faith
is not about having all the answers. In the same
way, facilitators do not need to feel they are “experts”
on the Bible or transformation in order to help
lead small (or large) group discussions. Humil-
ity means being able to say to people, “I don’t
know; let’s learn about that together!”

Your Bible study group will hopefully draw
people of all sorts—long-time members and
people new to the church, people born into the
church who know all of these Bible stories by
heart and people who have never heard them
before. One important job of the facilitator is to
create a level playing field for people of different
faith levels. The questions for discussion are
designed so that everyone can share. Your job is
to create a safe space so that everyone really can be
honest and open in their sharing. If you do have a
mix of new and mature Christians, this might
be the perfect opportunity to have Prayer Part-
ners, described in the Optional Components
section (p. viii).

The other major task of the facilitator is to
review the materials well in advance. On occasion,
you might have to track down a video to rent
(and get the equipment in place for the session)
or look up scriptures or litanies to photocopy.
You’ll bring a candle for the opening worship
each week, and you’ll be in charge of making
sure that the Transformation Seeds are available
at the end of each session (more on that in the
next section).

Really, though, your most important job is
encouraging conversation by following along with

the lesson plans. Transformation seems to
happen best when people are open to it, and
feeling safe to share will be instrumental in that
process.

How the Sessions Will Run
Each week will begin with a list of objectives

and materials needed, as well as a preparation
guide for the facilitators.

On the first week, the group will want to
commit to a covenant that will direct discussion
for the next several weeks. A suggested cove-
nant, Holy Manners, is included in the Appendix;
it plays a role in the first week’s lesson plan,
and you can revisit it each week.

If we’re in the business of learning how to
respond to God’s transformative call, things
may change a little from week to week. In gen-
eral, though, each week will follow this outline:

Welcome—five to ten minutes
Make sure you get there early so you can

greet every person individually as they enter.
This models the hospitality that is part of the
life of the church. You may know everyone in
the room, but consider making name tags or
table tents with names. Even if everyone knows
one another, doing these things helps remind
us that we seek to be transformed into a people
constantly prepared to welcome new people
into Christ’s community. People may roll their
eyes, but like the virgins in the parable who
waited vigilantly for the bridegroom (Mt. 25:1–
13), we need to be constantly prepared for that
person who needs the gift of God’s love, even
when we’re not sure they’re coming.

Opening worship—ten minutes
So why do worship in every session? John

Wesley based the Methodist tradition on the
idea that repeated actions (or methods)
sometimes create the space to experience the
presence of the Divine: the “strange warming
of the heart,” he called it. By worshiping
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faithfully, we give honor to God, but we also
worship to remind ourselves that we are open
to God’s presence among us—something that
can be hard to remember in the business of our
daily lives. And so opening worship takes the
following form:

• Lighting a candle, accompanied by the reading of
a litany. We have provided a recommended
litany you can use every week; you can make
copies for the whole group and reuse them
each week. The litany is found in the Ap-
pendix.

• Music. You may want to choose one song for
opening for the whole series, or you may
want to choose a different song each week.
The following may be used the whole time
and are generally easy to sing a cappella;
some weeks we may offer suggestions that
fit particularly well with that week. We
provide song numbers from Chalice Hymnal
and Chalice Praise, but most of these songs
are included in many other hymnals and
songbooks. Also, if your group has songs
they love that focus on being transformed or
that invoke the Holy Spirit into your midst,
feel free to use them.

Opening worship song suggestions:

From Chalice Hymnal:
“Spirit of the Living God” (259)
“Lead Me, Guide Me” (583)
“Be Thou My Vision” (595)
“Create in Me” (519)
“Open My Eyes, That I Might See” (586)

From Chalice Praise:
“I Don’t Know Why” (148)
“Sanctuary” (49)
“Humble Thyself” (72)
“Shine, Jesus, Shine” (39)— especially if you

use verse 3 for your closing song
• Scripture Reading. It is useful to have Bibles or

have the scripture printed on a sheet for each
person. Two Web sites that might be helpful

are www.biblegateway.com, which offers
many English translations (including New
International Version, King James Version, and The
Message) or http://bible.crosswalk.com, which
does not have The Message but does include
the New Revised Standard Version. Either of
them allows you to find any scripture in the
version you desire and print it out.
Here is a suggested process for reading and
listening to the scripture:

1. Have the entire group read the scripture
together out loud. Pause for thirty
seconds.

2. Now ask group members to circle,
underline, or listen for the words or
phrases that catch their attention or speak
to them in a new way as one person reads
the scripture aloud, slowly. Pause.

3. Ask another person to read the scripture
out loud slowly, and pause again.

4. Invite people to share their experience or
insight, but ask that each offering be kept
to a sentence or two and that no one
respond for discussion or debate. This is
about each one “listening” carefully to
the Spirit speaking to him or her. (If you
are doing these sessions with a very large
group, you may start each session with
people sitting in smaller groups of four
to six so that people can share without
taking up more than a few minutes.)

Theme talk—ten minutes
For each session, we have written a reflec-

tion on the scripture for the day, highlighting
some of the important themes and their
connections to transformation. You are welcome
to simply read these reflections aloud (or ask
someone else to do so, but give them a chance
to skim over it in advance so that they can read
it with the energy and enthusiasm it deserves).
If, however, you would rather speak yourself,
please make sure you incorporate the themes
and Bible interpretation included in the
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reflections. These themes are important because
they help focus the activity and discussion time.

Activity and discussion—forty to fifty-five
minutes

This will vary from week to week. Some-
times it will be discussion, and sometimes it will
involve some action. The purpose is to get
people thinking about God’s call for us to be
transformed as well as the barriers that we may
place in the way of that transformation. This
section sometimes includes optional activities
that may take more time.

Closing—ten minutes
• Regathering song. Just as with the opening

song, you may want to choose one song for
the whole six weeks or choose several
depending on the weeks’ themes.

Closing worship song suggestions (or
select your own):

From Chalice Hymnal:
“I’m Gonna Live So God Can Use Me” (614)
“God of Grace and God of Glory” (464)
“We’ve a Story to Tell to the Nations” (484)
“Lord, Whose Love Through Humble

Service” (461)—familiar tune, different
words

“Called as Partners in Christ’s Service”
(453)—familiar tune, different words

From Chalice Praise:
“One Spirit of Love” (151)
“We Are an Offering” (152)
“Shine, Jesus, Shine” (39)—especially verse

three
If you have divided people into small

groups, you may want to just begin singing
the closing song to bring people back together
and into an attitude of worship.

• Prayer practice. Prayer is a necessary part of
discerning God’s call in our lives. Each week,
we will offer a “homework assignment” of
prayer questions related to that week’s theme

for people to pray with each day.  Make
copies to send home with people so they can
remember their prayer practice for the week.

• Closing litany. We are recommending that the
group close with the litany found in the
Appendix on page 37, reminding us that we
belong to the priesthood of all believers and
are therefore agents of transformation as well
as objects.

• Transformation seed. The last thing each week
will be a presentation of that week’s “trans-
formation seed,” a tangible thing all partici-
pants will take home to help them remember
what they’re working on that week. Handing
these out will be your way of offering
participants a benediction as they leave.

Important Component for Group Process
The first week, you’ll want to go over some

basic guidelines for the group to follow so we
remember how to engage with one another as
brothers and sisters in Christ. We have included
a document in the Appendix called Holy
Manners (p. 35), which you can copy and hand
out to people who attend. Treating one another
with respect and dignity is an important part
of transformation, and this is a chance for us to
model for the rest of the congregation and for
the community outside our doors how to live
when your life has been touched by God’s love.
You may want to revisit Holy Manners at the
beginning of each week to make sure everyone
knows how the group treats its members.

Optional Components
You can make this series your own in a

number of ways. Here are some things you
might want to do in addition to the lesson
guides provided:

Prayer Partners: If your group is large, or
you are looking for slightly more advanced
homework assignments, pair people up for the
duration of the series. When the prayer practice
is assigned, let people know that they should
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pray for themselves and also for their prayer
partners throughout the week. At some point
during the week, they should touch base (by
phone, or even in person if they have the time)
with their prayer partners and talk about their
reflections on the theme for the week. This can
also provide an opportunity for unofficial
mentoring if you can match a more mature
Christian with a newer one.

Church Prayer Partners: Your congregation
may find it comforting to know that they are
not in this process alone. One option is to choose
another congregation to be in prayer with you
and your group as you both go through this
study. You can pray for one another and perhaps
meet at the end of the process to talk about your
experience and how you can continue to
support one another on your journeys in
transformation.

Gratitude Journaling: Sometimes we don’t
recognize God’s plan in our lives because we
don’t notice the many great things God is
already doing in our lives. A helpful spiritual
discipline might be keeping a journal that
records the things we are grateful for. Even
(sometimes especially) during hard times, it is
helpful to intentionally take note of the ways
God is alive in our lives. This activity can even
be a means for transformation in and of itself!
Start and end each day by taking a moment to
write at least three things for which you are
grateful. They can be simple, such as, “I’m
grateful that I made it through the day.” As you
go through the week, notice if intentionally
starting and ending your day with gratitude
changes the way you see things throughout the
day.

Blessing Box: If you would like to add a
stewardship discipline as a tangible way of
gratitude, you can create a “blessing box” to
drop coins into each day. This offering can then
be sent to a mission ministry of your choice.

Shared Meal: Many people enjoy gathering
to share a simple meal of soup and bread at the

beginning of these gatherings if they happen
during the evening. This may be a way to build
up fellowship among group members, particu-
larly if you have a set time for the meal and a
set time for the study, allowing people to
participate in just one or both components
depending on their ability to give up that much
time.

Outline for the Six Weeks
It is important to understand that the

transformation process is just that—a process.
God works on us as individuals and as congre-
gations, but it takes time. You may not walk
away from the first lesson feeling “transformed”
or even knowing exactly what transformation
is. Be patient! God is working in the journey,
and in the scripture, and in the conversations.
Here are the guideposts for that journey.

Week One—“Are We There Yet?”
EXODUS 16:1–3, 11–15, 35

This week focuses on the fact that transfor-
mation is a journey, sometimes a long one. We
look at the exodus story as we think about the
process of transformation.

Week Two—“A Really Big Picnic”
MARK 8:1–9

This lesson reminds us that while we some-
times doubt God’s ability, God not only pro-
vides for our needs but challenges us to do great
things as well. By focusing on material things,
sometimes we miss the ways we are crying out
for spiritual nourishment.

Week Three—“Stop Whining and Walk!”
JOHN 5:1–9

Looking at Jesus’ miraculous healing of the
beggar at the pool of Beth-zatha, this lesson
focuses on how God asks us whether we want
to be transformed and how our excuses cannot
get in the way of that transformation.
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Week Four—“Limping into Transformation”
GENESIS 32:22–32

Sometimes transformation involves some
wrestling, some bruising, and a completely new
identity. That was what happened when Jacob
wrestled with the angel. The same thing hap-
pens to us when we go through transformation,
and on the other side is our new identity as
people who transform others!

Week Five—“New Life amidst Dry Bones”
EZEKIEL 37:1–14

This lesson will emphasize the ways that
we, in partnership with God, can transform the

greater community. We’ll look at the dry bones
around us and ask God to help us learn how to
bring those bones to life.

Week Six—“The Wind Power of Transformation!”
ACTS 2:1–6; 38–42

In this last lesson, we look at the Pentecost
story and ask what it has to teach us today as
we prepare—and are empowered—to share
God’s transforming power in the world.
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WEEK ONE

EXODUS 16:1–3, 11–15, 35

OBJECTIVES

Participants will learn the following:
• Transformation is a journey that requires time in the “in-between” spaces

from what was to what will be.
• Doubt, confusion, and complaining are often just natural companions on

this journey.
• God is always guiding us, no matter how lost we may feel.

MATERIALS

• Candle and matches for opening worship
• Copies of hymnal or songbook for opening and closing worship
• Copies of litanies in the Appendix for opening and closing worship
• Copies of the day’s scripture (or Bibles) for all participants
• Copies of Holy Manners, found in the Appendix, for all participants
• Bell or some sound to signal small groups to return to the large group
• Crackers and a glass of water for each participant
• Small candles for each participant for the Transformation Seed
• Flip chart and markers
• Copies (cut into strips so each individual gets one) of this week’s prayer

practice, introduced at the end of this lesson

LEADER PREPARATION

• Gather a candle (you’ll want to use it for each session) and a few items that
might be symbolic of transformation, such as a butterfly, seed, egg, or small
plant. Use these items to create an altar for the opening worship. Feel free to
use these each week.

• Choose songs for opening and closing worship. (To fit this week’s theme, if
you have any musicians in the group, you might try “Ours the Journey,”  in
Chalice Hymnal, no. 458 or “A Wilderness Wandering People” in Chalice Praise,
no. 127. Otherwise, look at the suggestions on pages vii and viii of this book.)

• Find and copy the scripture for the week so people can read it together during
opening worship. (See page ix for suggestions on how to find scripture online.)

• In preparation for Week Two, ask each participant to bring a small basket
and copy of the church directory to next week’s gathering.

• Confirm you have all the necessary materials for this week.

“Are We There Yet?”
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Welcome—ten minutes
• Make sure each participant has a name tag.
• Write these phrases on the flip chart. Ask each

person to say her or his name and finish these
sentences with a short phrase: “I think trans-
formation is ___________. I’m here to learn
(or experience) __________.”

• Give a brief overview of the course; see the
summary on pages ix–x for how to frame the
six weeks and to view how they fit together.
(Hand out copies if you want.)

• Go over the Holy Manners sheet for group
participation and receive verbal commitment
from the participants.

Opening Worship—ten minutes
• Litany to go with lighting of candle.
• Music.
• Scripture Reading: Study suggestion on page

vii.

Theme Talk—ten minutes
My, how patient our God is! Have you ever

been on a trip where someone keeps impatiently
asking, “Are we there yet?” Or, as a parent or
teacher you may be asked constantly, “Why do
I have to do that?” How many times have you
risked doing something new or unknown, only
to wish you could go back to something
familiar?

The Israelites have been on the journey for
just over two months and are clearly perturbed
that they have not arrived at their promised
land yet. They no longer trust Moses to get them
there nor Yahweh to provide for them. It’s been
too long and too far and too foreign and too
uncomfortable. They are ready to be done with
it. We can easily distance ourselves from the
story and comment about the ungrateful com-
plainers and how awful it is that they couldn’t

appreciate what God was doing for them. OR
we can honestly put ourselves into the story
(which is what gives scripture relevant meaning)
and admit that our judgment of them comes
from a place of objective hindsight and that we
ourselves have often complained from our wil-
derness places of transition!

You know the saying, “When God closes a
door, a window is always opened”? The prob-
lem for us is that sometimes we have to hang
out in the dark hallway way longer than we
expected or think necessary. We want that win-
dow opened immediately! When it’s not, we
begin to wonder if God has forgotten us. We
often even start stumbling around, trying to find
that closed door to go back through just to get
out of the dark!

Alan Roxburgh (see http://www.mliweb.
net/whoweare.html) made an interesting state-
ment about the Israelites’ forty-year journey.
The point wasn’t that it took forty years to get
Israel out of Egypt, he said; rather, the wilder-
ness time was necessary because it took forty
years to get “Egypt” out of the Israelites. This is
true for every transformative experience. We
worship a God who could do anything—if God
could get the Israelites out of Egypt, that same
God could get them to the promised land in a
shorter time than forty years! But if God had
simply beamed them over to Canaan, they would
have arrived as slaves in their own land. Think
about it: missing the fleshpots and the daily
routine of Egypt, unwilling and unable to
engage in a new thing, the freedom and the risk
of it. It took forty years to break their old identity
and create a new relationship with God and
each other.

This is a profound point of transformation.
If we quickly jump from the closed door to an
open window, that is only a change of

Session Outline—Week One
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circumstance (or program, or structure). We
have not had any time to adjust the behaviors
or thinking that might be necessary for us to
see what new things God has brought us to.
Transformation is not an event, but a journey—
an unfolding process whereby we make our
way through, letting go of the old to make room
for the new, so that we might be available for
God’s transforming grace—whenever and how-
ever it comes. It often will not look or feel
anything like we expected, and it rarely comes
in the time slot we demand!

Be prepared on the transformation journey
to have to ask, “Are we on the right road?
Shouldn’t we be there by now? Is God still with
us?” Be prepared to be surprised by God’s
answers, as the Israelites were with manna:
“What is it?” Doubt, confusion, frustration, and
impatience are all welcome companions on the
journey because they motivate us to keep
moving and asking. The hope and trust in God’s
promise of doing a new thing is why we stay in
the transforming process. But we have to be
willing to stay in the wilderness until we have
changed the way we think about things, and
have given up previous definitions of who we
are and what our limits are, before God can
bring us into that promised land. There is no
shortcut. There is no bargaining. There is only
trust and perseverance.

Activity and Discussion—thirty minutes
In the large group, divide a piece of paper

on a flip chart with a line down the middle, and
mark one column “Still in Egypt” and the other
“In the Wilderness.”

Ask people to name ways in which they feel
their congregation may “still be in Egypt,” that
is, enslaved by old ways of doing or thinking
that keep it from moving into what God has next
for it. (Some examples might be “a standing
committee structure that always has vacancies
and little interest”; “worship that seems more
routine than spirit-filled”; “an old, large

building that takes all our time and resources
to maintain.”) (ten minutes)

Then ask for ways it seems the congregation
has moved into the wilderness, that is, has
embarked on change or transition but has not
fully discovered where to go or how to do it; or
has identified challenges but doesn’t know the
answers. (Some examples might be, “trying new
music but haven’t found exactly what we like”;
“trying a blended service, but getting com-
plaints on both ends”; “we want a new leader-
ship structure instead of the old committees but
don’t know what else to do”; “we want to reach
out to our neighborhood, but there is little in
common between them and the people in our
congregation.”) (ten minutes)

When we talk about congregational trans-
formation, we must also emphasize that, be-
cause a congregation is made up of individuals,
there can be no congregational transformation
without individual transformation. “The whole
company” of Israel embarked on the journey,
and each individual had to find his or her own
way out of the “Egypt” mind-set, as well as
doing so as a community.

Divide into small groups of four to five and
ask those who might be willing to share areas
in their own lives or in their work within the
church that would fall into these two categories.
Allow about five minutes, then ask the group
to return to the large group. (Use a bell or chime
to signal time is up, or start singing “Let my
people go.” Singing almost always brings
people back together.)

Discuss how it feels to be in the wilderness,
and remember how Jesus even spent time in the
wilderness during transitions in his ministry.
Share ways we might help ourselves or each
other to have the patience to stay on the journey
and move from asking, “Are we there yet?” to
“What is it?” and being open. It’s okay for
people to say it’s scary—the time in the wilder-
ness was probably pretty scary for the Israelites.
Jesus struggled with temptation and grief in his
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wilderness. What scares us about our wilder-
ness? (ten minutes)

Closing Worship—fifteen minutes
• Music
• Say: “Today we have taken a closer look at

the transformation journey and come to
understand that the wilderness time does not
mean we are lost or off track. The wilderness
time gives us the necessary time to be made
new so that we can move into whatever God
has next for us without bringing old baggage
along.”

• Share the crackers and water together in a
form of communion. First, eat the crackers
together, declaring that you will accept what
God provides—no matter how strange or
unexpected—and that you won’t try to rush
your time in the wilderness. Then drink of
the water together and declare your trust that
God, through Christ and all forms of Spirit,
will continue to provide for your needs and
is always guiding you on this journey.

• Prayer practice
Give people copies of the prayer practice for
the week. Let them know that prayer is the
most important ingredient in personal and
congregational transformation. Each week
will offer a different prayer practice to work
into prayer life. Great and exciting changes
happen only when we keep the doors of
communication with God open. Say, “This

week’s prayer practice is simply a few sen-
tences to add to your prayers to remember
the lesson for the week and to ask God’s help
in making use of it. Put the prayer practice
copy on your bedside table or tape it to your
mirror to pray while you brush your teeth,
or place it wherever it helps you.”

• Closing litany
• Transformation seed

Hand out the candles and say: “It is impor-
tant to remember that we are not abandoned
in the dark, in-between spaces. Take this
home so you can light it each day to remem-
ber the Light that accompanies us on the
journey, and to remember Who helps us
overcome even the darkest moments.” Let
participants know that each week they will
get a different object to take home with them,
which we’re calling transformation seeds.
They are to use these “seeds” as objects to
help center their prayer life and to help them
reflect on the week’s lesson and how they can
use it in their lives.

• Remind the group to bring church directories
next week.

• Ask group members to bring small baskets
(or other small containers) for next week. If
someone thinks he or she does not have a
basket, ask for volunteers who could provide
one.

• Collect the copies of the litanies for use next
week.
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WEEK ONE PRAYER PRACTICE
Say each morning and evening: God, help me to be patient and trust. Help me to make
friends with the wilderness, to let go of the destination and just appreciate the journey.
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(Permission is granted to photocopy this page for use with And Still We Rise.)
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